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MILAN WILL HOST THE INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS 
(IAC) IN 2024 
 

Dubai, 29 October 2021 – The city of Milan will host the 75th edition of the International Astronautical 
Congress (IAC) 2024, the most important international event in the space sector. The announcement 
was made by the Committee composed by the Italian Space Agency (ASI), the Italian Aeronautics and 
Astronautics Association (AIDAA), global academic representatives, and Leonardo, the Italian 
aerospace industry leader. 
 
Milan’s candidacy was strongly supported by the Italian Government through the Inter-ministerial 
Committee for Space and Aerospace and the local institutions, including the President of the Lombardy 
Region and the Mayor of Milan. 
 
Milan was selected over other important candidate cities such as Budapest (Hungary), São Paulo 
(Brazil), Seville (Spain) and Adelaide (Australia). The Italian city was selected by more than 400 
delegates from 71 countries from the International Astronautical Federation ’s General Assembly, which 
gathered in Dubai from 25 th to 29th  October at the 72nd edition of the IAC. 
 
The IAC, founded in 1951, is organised annually by the International Astronautical Federation (IAF). 
The congress currently includes 73 member states represented by all the main space agencies, 
companies, research centres, universities, associations, and museums. 
 
The arrival of the IAC in Milan marks success for the Italian space sector as a whole. Furthermore, it is 
a reward for the excellence of the city and it recognises Italy's leading role in the global space economy. 
Milan has a thriving and consolidated space ecosystem comprising of industry, SMEs and start-ups, 
research centres and universities. These all contribute to the innovation and technological development 
of various international space programmes. 
 
Giorgio Saccoccia, President of the Italian Space Agency declared: "The work accomplished in 
the last months leading us to this prestigious victory was a beautiful example of how the Italian 
ecosystem works with great effectiveness in the space sector. The Selection Committee has rewarded 
the precision and accuracy of our candidacy, indirectly recognizing the Italian leadership in the current 
international space scenario. The Italian Space Agency has enthusiastically decided to support and 
contribute to the candidacy of "Team Italy" with the proposal of Milan, making use of  the agency's 
important network of international relations and its vision on the future of space activities, to attract 
consensus. We couldn’t be more satisfied with the result obtained for Italy!”. 
 

Alessandro Profumo, CEO of Leonardo commented: “It is a victory for Milan, for the Lombardy 
region, for the national space industry and for the entire supply chain. As Leonardo we are particularly 
proud: we have strongly embraced and supported the candidacy because we believe that the value of 
Space, where we have been playing a leading role on an international level for years, is fundamental 
and strategic for the future of technological innovation at the service of the countr y and its sustainable 
growth”. 
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“We are really proud the IAF general assembly choose Italy and the city of Milan to host the 75th edition 
of the congress. This was only possible thanks to a synergised organisational effort that led to an 
impeccable and complete candidacy proposal” highlighted Erasmo Carrera, President of AIDAA.  

 
The chosen motto for the IAC75 is "Responsible Space for Sustainability", with the aim of raising 
awareness in the international community for a conscious and responsible use of the space 
environment. With an increase in the number of missions in orbit and the emergence of large 
constellations made-up of hundreds of satellites, the risk of collision between objects in space 
increases. This not only means the creation of new dangerous space debris; however, this could 
compromise the proper functioning of satellite systems on which many activities of our daily life 
depends: from telecommunication services to transport, from environmental monitoring to security.   
 
The 2024 edition will also include themes of diversity and inclusiveness. Space has always been the 
place where different countries, generations, genders and skills are crucial for the development, 
evolution, innovation and knowledge of humanity. On this occasion, the city of Milan will become a 
greater environment by which guests can enhance themselves and others, sharing experiences and 
skills regardless of their personal and professional background. It will also be a place for young people 
and future opportunities, for women, as well as developing countries. 
 
IAC 2024 will be hosted by the Milan Congress Center (MiCo), the largest Congress Center in Europe 
with a total capacity of 21,000 seats, and organized by AIM Group International. The complex offers 
two plenary rooms, respectively with 4,000 and 2,000 seats, and a 1,500-seat auditorium. The city has 
strong experience in organising international events - such as the annual Milan Fashion Week and Expo 
Milano 2015 - and can count on the efficiency of key services such as the urban transport network, the 
presence of airports and railways connected with the main European and global cities. 
 
For Italy, it will be the fifth time it has been the host country of the IAC. The first edition was held in 
Rome in 1956 and three more followed: again in Rome in 1981, in Turin in 1997 and the last in Naples 
in 2012. The Italian space community has always actively participated in the IAC through its presence 
at the event, the presentation of papers and the organisation of conferences and debates. 
 

*** 
 
AIDAA – The Italian Association of Aeronautics and Astronautics (A.I.D.A.A.) is a national not-for-profit scientific 
association. It was founded in Rome on 2 July 1920 by a group of aeronautical pioneers as the Italian Aerotechnique 
Association. Reference point for the national aerospace scientific community, AIDAA promotes its activity through the 
organisation of conferences, workshops, roundtables, competitions with prizes for studies and research, publication 
proceedings, and through the international journal “Aerotecnica Missili e Spazio – Journal of Aerospace Science, 
Technologies, and Systems”. The association is managed by an Administrative Body which includes referring members 
of the Italian Universities (Milan, Turin, Padua, Bologna, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Palermo, Enna), the Italian Aerospace 
Research Center (CIRA) and national industries. AIDAA is a founding member of the international scientific 
organizations ICAS, IAF and CEAS. 
 
ASI – The Italian Space Agency (ASI), established in 1988, is a national public body supervised by Ministry of University 
and Research with the task of preparing and implementing the Italian space policy in accordance with the Government 
guidelines approved by the Inter Ministerial Committee for Space and Aerospace Policies (COMINT). Today ASI is  
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recognised as one of the most important global stakeholders in all space domains from human and robotic exploration, 
to space science, earth observation, navigation and telecommunications. 
ASI coordinates the Italian participation in the European Space Agency (ESA), where Italy is the third major contributor; 
in the European Union programmes; and maintains international relations with numerous space partners and 
international organisations. ASI is member of IAF since 1989. 
 
 
LEONARDO - Leonardo, a global high-technology company, is among the top world players in Aerospace, Defence 
and Security and Italy’s main industrial company. Organised into five business divisions, Leonardo has a significant 
industrial presence in Italy, the United Kingdom, Poland and the USA, where it also operates through subsidiaries that 
include Leonardo DRS (defense electronics), and joint ventures and partnerships: ATR, MBDA, Telespazio, Thales 
Alenia Space and Avio. Leonardo competes in the most important international markets by leveraging its areas of 
technological and product leadership (Helicopters, Aircraft, Aerostructures, Electronics, Cyber Security and Space). 
Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange (LDO), in 2020 Leonardo recorded consolidated revenues of €13.4  billion and 
invested €1.6 billion in Research and Development. The company has been part of the Dow Jones Sustainability Index 
(DJSI) since 2010 and has been named as sustainability global leader in the Aerospace & Defence sector for the second 
year in a row of DJSI in 2020. 
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